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Group set-up
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arrive in plenty of time to set up and prepare
Therapists should plan out the session together in advance – bear your particular group in mind
Arrange chairs in a circle (and remove any tables)
Have the flipchart ready where everyone can see it
Have refreshments available in a corner of the room
Have pens and paper available
Have tissues available
Have name badges ready to hand out when people arrive
Have session handouts ready
Therapists ready to welcome people

Things for therapists to bear in mind
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be mindful of timings – try to stick roughly to the given timings, but be a bit flexible in order meet to the needs
of your particular group
Try to ensure a balance in group discussion, paying equal attention to individuals
Aim to draw quiet members in by asking them directly for contributions (gently)
If one or two members of the group are dominating the discussion, try to balance things out – thank them for
their contribution and direct questions to the rest of the group
It’s ok to go into detail on individual examples as long as they are relevant to the group discussion. Try to draw
on a variety of examples from different members of the group.
If asked medical/midwifery questions, it’s ok to answer them if you can do so briefly (and if they aren’t very
specific to that individual). Otherwise say you can talk to the person individually in the break/at the end of
the group.

Key
•
•
•
•

Writing in plain type is a guidance script for therapists, apart from the ‘session aims’ pages which are for
therapists reference, rather than to discuss with group participants.
Writing in italics is additional information for therapists, instructions, or example responses from participants
in case the group is stuck for answers in the exercises.
Blue writing in the right hand margin highlights important teaching points and other tips for therapists.
Exercises and group discussions are indicated in bold type.
This image indicates that the exercise is intended to be a group discussion.

This image indicates that the exercise in intended to be completed in pairs.

This image indicates individual exercises, which are the mindfulness-based practice exercises.

GROUP SESSIONS: SESSION ONE
SESSION AIMS:
•
•
•
•
•

To allow participants to get to know each other and be oriented to the group
To discuss participants expectations / hopes / anxieties for the group
To provide an overview of anxiety during pregnancy
To discuss the importance of rewarding activities & introduce activity scheduling
To introduce and discuss the importance of self-care and taking time for ourselves

The aim of the group, as a whole, is to provide the guide posts to help participants make changes and to then to
encourage them to work through some more detailed content at their own pace with the Towards Parenthood
workbook, after the group sessions.
OVERVIEW OF SESSION: 105 minutes (total)
GROUP TOGETHER – 20 minutes
Introductions and outline of 3 steps program

15 minutes

Ground rules

10 minutes

SEPARATE GROUPS – 35 minutes
WOMEN
Introductory exercise

15 minutes

Anxiety and stress during pregnancy

20 minutes

PARTNERS
Introductory exercise

10 minutes

Anxiety and stress during pregnancy

25 minutes

BREAK – 10 minutes
GROUP TOGETHER – 40 minutes
Review

5 minutes

Taking action to reduce stress and anxiety

10 minutes

Breathing space exercise and discussions

17 minutes

Stressful events diary

3 minutes

Summing up and closing

5 minutes

GROUP ALL TOGETHER

Introductions and outline of 3 steps program – 15 minutes
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Meet and greet women and partners as they arrive (TIP)
Hand out name badges
When group is settled in a circle – hello and welcome
Congratulate on getting to the group (TIP)
Therapists: introduce yourselves and your role – role as midwives and also as support
around coping with pregnancy/birth/baby and the transition to parenthood
Explain that pregnancy is an exciting time but can also be a stressful/anxietyprovoking time – but doesn’t have to be
So let’s have a think together about why you are here:
EXERCISE: Brainstorm with group – what are you hoping to gain from attending
/ what do you want to achieve in the sessions? (8 minutes)

Let participants brainstorm for themselves, but if they struggle to come up with things, you
might prompt them with some possible responses:
• Meet other mothers/fathers/couples who are experiencing similar worries/anxieties;
learn from each other and support one another; learn new skills to help manage
stress/worries/anxieties; get to know partner better; learn new ways to communicate
and support each other as a couple; prepare emotionally for becoming parents.
Write down what people say on flip chart and look for themes. Normalize fears and responses,
and briefly mention when areas will be a focus of the group (e.g., “some of you mentioned
you might like to get some skills to help you with your anxiety. That’s just what we’re hoping
to do in this group! In just a moment we’ll outline what we’ll cover in this group”).
Great! Well done for doing that. How did people find it?

Outline programme as ‘3 steps to a more relaxed pregnancy’ (7 minutes)
•

The 3 steps program covers:
o Session one – sharing what might be worrying you, what are stress/anxiety,
taking action to reduce stress/anxiety, self-care/looking after yourself.
o Session two – how avoidance feeds anxiety, reflective listening, problemsolving, managing uncertainty, compassion.
o Session three – communication and coping with stress together, compassion.
o There will also be a postnatal follow up group session – comparing notes on
becoming a parent and thinking about your previous worries and your
current ones, informal catch up meeting with tea and cake, introduce babies
etc.
o

We will give out a workbook called Towards Parenthood at the end of the 3
antenatal group sessions for you to continue to work through in your own
time. This discusses many of the issues encountered by couples as they make
the transition to parenthood. We encourage you to work through this in
discussion with your partner before your baby arrives. The workbook is there

Be reassuring,
remember that
many will be
anxious about the
group.
Acknowledge the
effort and courage
it takes to start
something new and
difficult.

to build on these sessions. You will find the exercises and techniques covered
in these sessions and also some new techniques to try, which expands on
what we will talk about.
•

Each session aims to build on the previous one and, as part of this program, we will
ask you all to practice the ideas and techniques/exercises we talk about during each
session at home afterwards. This is really important and the reason we ask you to do
this is so that you can learn and become familiar with the
techniques/strategies/exercises, and be able to take these away with you. This can
help you to become your own support – the aim of the group is to provide the guide
posts to help you make changes. Please don’t worry if life takes over and you find it
difficult to fit it in, it is ok if you can’t do everything; we’re not aiming for you to be
perfect, we’re aiming to help you learn skills and strategies that you can use in a
practical way in your life. The more you use the strategies, the more benefit you will
get from them. But, sometimes there might be things that get in the way. There will
be the opportunity to feedback how you get on the following session and
troubleshoot any problems.

At this point, it would be helpful to discuss contact between group sessions, both with each
other and with the research team.
• With each other: from our point of view it is absolutely fine for you to share your
contact details with each other. All we ask is that you respect each other’s privacy.
Some people may not feel comfortable giving out their contact details – please
respect this.
• With the research team: we will send an email once a week until the next session to
check in with how you are getting on. If you can reply to this to let us know how
you’re getting on that would be great. You can also contact us with any questions you
have.
Advise participants that if a crisis emerges they should go to their GP (clinically). If
there’s a problem they have with the study, then they should contact the research
team firstly. For complaints they can contact the principal investigator of the study
and usual NHS complaints mechanisms are available, for example the Patient Advice
Liaison Service. More details are on the participant information sheet – if they would
like another copy of this then they should contact the research team. This can also be
downloaded from the ACORN study website (www.acornstudy.org)
Ground Rules – 10 minutes
EXERCISE: Group rules - group discussion about ground rules. Write on the flipchart and
retain for future sessions. (5 minutes)
Start with the basic points below, then ask the group for suggestions.
•

Basics:
o Sessions will be roughly 1 hour and 45 minutes long with a break in the
middle for refreshments.
o We will also be around for a while after sessions if individuals have
questions/things they want to discuss individually.

o Practical issues: location of toilets, fire exits, break, refreshments etc.
o Turn off mobile phone.
o We will give you some handouts as we go along to help you to remember
what we spoke about and to help you to practice new skills between sessions
– this practice is really important.
o We’ll also ask for feedback at the end of each session through a short
questionnaire. These will be really helpful for us to develop the group for
further stages of the research.
•

Make sure to cover the following points if they aren’t generated by group discussion:
o Respect – listen to others, don’t talk over others, respect others’ views and
opinions, support each other.
o Confidentiality – everyone needs to feel safe in the group, what is discussed
in the group stays in the group.
o Participation – everyone is encouraged to participate, but everyone has
different personalities and experiences which might be difficult to share and
this will be respected.
o Questions – encourage group to ask if they are not sure about something /
don’t understand something.
o Attendance - commit to attending groups for benefit of yourself and the
group, let us know if you can’t make it.
o Try to be on time – we’ll make sure we start and finish on time.
o Things to bring up within the group or individually – good to bring up
individual examples if relevant to discussion and the rest of the group. Some
things are better discussed individually at the end. Medical/midwifery
questions.

EXERCISE: Brief group discussion about the groups’ expectations of practicing
techniques/ideas at home. Generate group ideas - 5 minutes

BREAK INTO TWO SEPARATE GENDER GROUPS, ONE FACILITATOR WITH EACH GROUP
1. Pregnant women
2. Partners/relatives/friends/carers
Explain the reason for splitting into separate groups:
One group focuses on anxiety during pregnancy experienced by pregnant women, the other
focuses mainly on anxiety during pregnancy, supporting your partner/relative/friend who is
experiencing anxiety, and discussing your experience of pregnancy.
Explain the structure of the sessions:
We will come back together after the break. Session 2 will also be mainly in separate groups,
session 3 will be all together.

If a woman comes to group with partner/carer who is also female, have a discussion with the
female partner/carer about which group she feels she wants to go into. One group will be
talking about partner/carer related issues, the other pregnancy/birth. They can then make a
decision about which group to be in, based on issues or the gender the individual feels most
comfortable with.

PREGNANT WOMEN GROUP – SESSION 1
Introductory exercise – 15 minutes
•

Let’s start off with a quick exercise to get to know each other.

EXERCISE: Find out from the person next to them/a person they don’t know:
•
one thing they like to do that they enjoy and that helps when they’re
stressed or worried
•
something they’re worried about
Give them about 5 minutes, then everyone introduces their partner, the thing they like to do
that they enjoy and their worry to the group.
Potential worries: “I might not get enough sleep”, “I can’t cope without sleep!”, “what if I
don’t bond with my baby”, “what if my baby comes early and I can’t get in contact with my
partner?”, “will my baby be healthy?”, “I am worried about giving birth”, “am I going to be a
good mother?”, “I’m worried about the travel I do with work”

•

Facilitator response to worries:
o Acknowledge worries as they arise and write them up on a flipchart.
o As you write the worries up on the flipchart sort them into groups / themes,
so it is easy to see the different types of worries. (TIP)

Themes: relationships changes, life changes, their own health and appearance, their baby’s Track how many
people bring up
health, about the birth itself, parenting, changes in emotions
certain worries, the
content of these,
o Summarise them at the end of the discussion:
There are lots of things pregnant women worry about, and different women and particular
are affected by different concerns, however, as we have seen, there can also areas of concern:
this should then be
be common themes.
brought up in
o Gently ask whether women have shared their worries/anxieties with their supervision
partner/family/friends/others. Briefly discuss the importance of support
when trying to cope with difficult situations and feelings – great that women
have come to the group to share their concerns (and brought partner/family
member/friend along).
o Use these worries as a basis for leading into the discussion of symptoms of
anxiety and psychoeducation:
These are the worries that we have, lots of women have worries, let’s see how they affect us
and what we can do about them.

Anxiety and Stress during Pregnancy – 20 minutes
Introduce this section as an overview of anxiety, how it can affect people (with a focus on
pregnant women) and what you can do about it (TIP).
EXERCISE: Discussion about stress during pregnancy
Some worries may be general/about life; others may be specific to Be aware that
pregnancy/baby. Identifying your stressors can be really helpful – what is some people may
co-worry or costressful in your life at the moment/what things are you anxious about?
ruminate with their
E.g. feeling physically unwell, leaving work/going on maternity leave, caring for the baby, partners, or may
seek excessive
social support, finances, new home
reassurance from
partners and
EXERCISE: Discussion on recognising symptoms of anxiety
friends. Be sure to
What symptoms do you notice when you are stressed or anxious?
elicit gently
mention that some
E.g. tense, butterflies, heart racing, scary/worrying thoughts, shallow breathing, irritable
forms of support
These symptoms can be split into:
may be helpful, and
• Affective: e.g. fear, nervous
some may be less
• Somatic / physical: e.g. butterflies, heart racing
helpful.
• Behaviour: e.g. avoidance, fidgety

•

Cognitive: group members may also bring up thoughts: e.g. “I won’t be able to cope”,
“I can’t cope”. If they do, ask them “how did this make you feel?”, “what did you do?”
to bring it back to behaviours and physical feelings.

Different people have different anxiety sensitivity levels – some people are more prone to
anxiety and worrying. That can be both a good and a tricky thing.
Psychoeducation about stress / anxiety during pregnancy, normalise stress
Say to the group: “So, why do we have anxiety in the first place?”
Explain the following: it’s important to know that everyone feels anxious at some point. When
we feel anxious our bodies can have a strong response.
It’s also important to know that anxiety serves a function. Imagine a life without any anxiety.
AT first this might seem quite nice, but think about it. We probably wouldn’t get much done.
A bit of anxiety can be useful. It motivates us, gets us going. In fact, research has shown that
performance improves as anxiety increases, UP TO A POINT. Then, there is that critical point
when the anxiety becomes too much, and performance then drops off a cliff. We’re frozen,
stuck, like deer in headlights. The point of anxiety treatment is to get anxiety levels back down
to reasonable levels. To live amicably alongside anxiety.
We will talk now about how anxiety and stress can be helpful and unhelpful for us, and then
go on to look at some techniques to help manage anxiety and stress.

Some stress and anxiety is normal and can be helpful, however high levels of stress / anxiety
can have negative effects on us (emotionally and physically) which is not good for our own or
our baby’s wellbeing. Anxiety and stress often occur particularly around times of change in
our lives. So anxiety can be adaptive, but can also become unhelpful and interfering too.
DISCUSSION: Ask group for how anxiety/stress is helpful and when it’s
unhelpful
Use these as examples as prompts if the group is stuck:
Helpful
o motivates us to get things done, perform more effectively, can help us to
problem solve.
Unhelpful
o Emotional and physical effects
o Stops us doing certain things, causes us to avoid certain situations and
withdraw from others, which can have implications socially and also
perpetuate and maintain anxiety (we’ll have a bit more of a discussion about
avoidance next session).
•

Anxiety during pregnancy can have an effect on the baby, and be unhelpful for us,
however (myth busters):

o

o
o

Normal levels of stress and anxiety are natural and ok. In fact, normal stress
has a useful purpose, as we have just spoken about (TIP). It can motivate us,
and help us to perform more efficiently and effectively and to problem solve.
Babies are resilient – just because you’re stressed or anxious doesn’t mean Refer to handout there will be terrible consequences for baby.
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There are good strategies that can help with anxiety – you are here now and
doing something about it – this will help your baby too. The point is to help
reduce high levels of stress, which are unhelpful and unhealthy for you and
your baby.

•

As anxiety and stress can be unhelpful and have negative consequences, it is for these
reasons it’s important to look after ourselves. Looking after yourself is a key first
step in starting to manage stress. We’re here to learn some techniques for caring for
yourself, which can have a huge positive impact on you, your partner and your baby.
If you practice these techniques now, then it will be easier to put them in place once
your baby is born.

•

Throughout this group we will discuss strategies to help you reduce stress. These
include:
o Becoming aware of your anxiety and stress cues, which we have discussed in
this session.
o Learning to balance the activities in your life so that you are caring for
yourself and also better able to manage stress
o Learning strategies to help you manage stressful events
o Learning different strategies to share your concerns with your partner. We
will focus on communication in session 3.

-----------------------------

BREAK

----------------------------

After break bring separate groups back together

PARTNERS GROUP – SESSION 1
Introductory exercise – 10 minutes
DISCUSSION: Explore with the group the reasons that they are at the group.
Why have they come, how do they feel about it?
•

Potential reasons if not generated by the group:
We’re here because our partners/family members/friends are experiencing stress and
worry during pregnancy and we want to support them (and support is really
important). Perhaps we’re also experiencing some stress and worry ourselves.

Facilitator response: record group responses on flipchart, summarise at the end of discussion.
(TIP)
Praise group for
coming - reinforce
Introduce this section as an overview of anxiety, how it can affect women and that coming to the
fathers/partners/carers and what can be done about it. NB it is important to balance the focus group and
supporting their
of both partner’s and mother’s anxiety in these sessions.
partner/family
member/friend is a
EXERCISE: Discussion about stress during pregnancy
What are some of the things you and your partner worry about – some of these really positive step.
might be the same as each other, but some might be different. Some worries
may be general/about life, others may be specific to the pregnancy/baby. (TIP)
Draw two columns
Potential examples if not generated by the group: “I might not get enough sleep”, “I can’t on the flipchart,
cope without sleep!”, “what if I don’t bond with my baby”, “what if my baby comes early and one for Mum’s
I can’t get in contact with my partner?”, “will my baby be healthy?”, “I am worried about worries one for
giving birth”, “I’m worried about my partner giving birth”, “am I going to be a good Dad’s worries.
Anxiety and Stress during Pregnancy – 25 minutes

mother/father?” about leaving work/going on maternity/paternity leave, caring for the baby,
social support, finances
EXERCISE: Discussion on recognising symptoms of anxiety
What symptoms might you notice if your partner is stressed or anxious and
what symptoms do you notice when you’re stressed or anxious? (TIP)
E.g., tense, irritable, distracted, somatic symptoms etc.
These symptoms can be split into:
• Affective: e.g. fear, nervous
• Somatic / physical: e.g. butterflies, heart racing
• Behaviour: e.g. avoidance, fidgety
• Cognitive: group members may also bring up thoughts: e.g. “I won’t be able to cope”,
“I can’t cope”. If they do, ask them “how did this make you feel?”, “what did you do?”
to bring it back to behaviours and physical feelings.
Different people have different anxiety levels – and some people are more prone to anxiety
and worrying. You might be here primarily because your partner is experiencing stress or
anxiety and you want to support her, but pregnancy can be a stressful time for partners too,
and your partner’s anxiety/mood can impact on you. We will address strategies for you to
help support your partner and for yourself.
Psychoeducation about stress / anxiety during pregnancy, normalise stress
Say to the group: “So, why do we have anxiety in the first place?”
It’s important to know that anxiety serves a function. Imagine a life without any anxiety. AT first
this might seem quite nice, but think about it. We probably wouldn’t get much done. A bit of
anxiety can be useful. It motivates us, gets us going. In fact, research has shown that performance
improves as anxiety increases, UP TO A POINT. Then, there is that critical point when the anxiety
becomes too much, and performance then drops off a cliff. We’re frozen, stuck, like deer in
headlights. The point of anxiety treatment is to get anxiety levels back down to reasonable levels.
To live amicably alongside anxiety

We will talk now about how anxiety and stress can be helpful and unhelpful for us, and then
go on to look at some techniques to help manage anxiety and stress.
Some stress and anxiety is normal and can be helpful, however high levels of stress / anxiety
can have negative effects on us (emotionally and physically) which is not good for our own or
our baby’s wellbeing. Anxiety and stress often occur particularly around times of change in
our lives. So anxiety can be adaptive, but can also become unhelpful and interfering too.
DISCUSSION: Ask group for how anxiety / stress is helpful and when it’s
unhelpful
Use these as examples as prompts if the group is stuck:
Helpful
o Motivates us to get things done, perform more effectively, can help us to
problem solve.

Draw two columns
on the flipchart
again – one column
for Mum’s
symptoms, one for
Dad’s. Record
symptoms of
anxiety in both
Mums and Dads
and note
similarities and
differences

Unhelpful
o Emotional and physical effects
o Stops us doing certain things, causes us to avoid certain situations and
withdraw from others, which can have implications socially and also
perpetuate and maintain anxiety (we’ll have a bit more of a discussion about
avoidance next session).
•

Anxiety during pregnancy can have an effect on the baby, and be unhelpful for us,
however (myth busters):
o Normal levels of stress and anxiety are natural and ok. In fact, normal stress
has a useful purpose, as we have just spoken about (TIP). It can motivate us
and help us to perform more efficiently and effectively and to problem solve.
o Babies are resilient – just because you’re stressed or anxious it doesn’t
necessarily mean there will be terrible consequences for baby.
o There are good strategies that can help with anxiety – you are here now and Refer to handout doing something about it – this will help your baby too. The point is to help page 6
reduce high levels of stress, which are unhelpful and unhealthy for you and
your baby.

•

As anxiety and stress can be unhelpful and have negative consequences, it is for these
reasons it’s important to look after ourselves. Looking after yourself is a key first step
in starting to manage stress. We’re here to learn some techniques for caring for
yourself, which can have a huge positive impact on you, your partner and your baby.
If you practice these techniques now, then it will be easier to put them in place once
your baby is born.

•

Throughout this group we will discuss strategies to help you reduce stress. These
include:
o Becoming aware of your anxiety and stress cues, which we have discussed in
this session.
o Learning to balance the activities in your life so that you are caring for
yourself and also better able to manage stress
o Learning strategies to help you manage stressful events
o Learning different strategies to share your concerns with your partner. We
will focus on communication in session 3.

-----------------------------

BREAK

----------------------------

After break bring separate groups back together

SESSION 1 AFTER BREAK: WHOLE GROUP BACK TOGETHER – 40 minutes
Review – 5 minutes
Briefly sum up what each group has covered:
• Partners have discussed their reasons for coming to the group, and both groups have
talked about worries and stress during pregnancy, symptoms of anxiety, the stress
response/threat system, when anxiety can be helpful for us and when it is less
helpful.
You’ve all spent some time today thinking about anxiety and stress and how it affects us in
everyday life, in particular during pregnancy. Now we’re going to think about some things we
can do to help reduce stress and anxiety.
Taking action to reduce stress/anxiety – 10 minutes
•

Stress can be draining, particularly when we have higher levels of stress. Sometimes,
we experience stress because we have too much going on and not enough time to
get everything done. At other times, we may be experiencing high levels of stress
about concerns important to us. In order to handle stress, we need to have balance
in our lives. Otherwise, stress can seem like a hopelessly unsolvable mass of
problems.

•

Life imbalance can sneak up on us. We may not even know our lives have become
unbalanced! High stress can sometimes be a cue that we need to re-shift the balance
in our lives.

EXERCISE: Group discussion. What ways do you take care of yourself? What activities help
you to feel better in yourself? More relaxed? What activities give you a sense
a purpose or are meaningful to you? What works for your partner?
Write up activities on flipchart and summarise at the end.
Summarise: everyone has different things that they find rewarding and are meaningful to
them, but there can also be similarities. Some may be a real treat, some may be a small thing
which doesn’t take a lot of time out of the day (e.g. reading a magazine/chatting to a friend
on the phone/taking a bath) – it’s nice to have a mixture of activities.
•

It’s important to schedule in some time for yourself to do things that are rewarding
and meaningful. We often get caught up doing routine activities. These activities can
fill up our days, and before we know it, we’ve left out the rewarding and meaningful
activities that balance our lives. It’s like the example of the jar and the rocks. If you

put in the gravel and small rocks first, there will be no space for the large rocks. You It is good to have a
jar, some rocks and
have to put in the large rocks first, and then fit in the other pieces next (TIP).
some gravel there
to actually do this
With your partners, how about you come up with a plan now for how and when you are going
activity,
to commit to doing these rewarding and meaningful things. If some of them involve you both, demonstrating the
better yet!
principal to the
whole group.
EXERCISE: Women and their partners to share ideas for rewarding and Alternatively - draw
meaningful activities with each other and come up with a plan to implement a diagram on the
flipchart.
and continue at home (TIP)
Note to therapist: make it clear that the reason they work together to do this is to:
a. point out why these things are important / pleasurable to them (i.e. increase partner’s
awareness)
b. work with their partner to get his/her support around doing the activity, and also
Distribute handout
checking in to make sure they are doing the activity
with template
c. involve their partner in the activity whenever possible.
plan/activity
schedule
After the exercise:
•
•

Great work!
These strategies are important for all couples, but are particularly important to get in
the habit of before the baby comes. Keep this up, and keep negotiating these kinds
of things after the baby comes (e.g., I really need a nap. Let’s negotiate how I can get
a nap). Or – I’ve got too many routine things going on and no space for naps or doing
things I really value doing that might not be all about baby. Can you help me get some
of the routine stuff done so I have time for the other stuff?

Introduce the mindful breathing exercise:
When we’re pregnant or expecting a baby our lives can become very busy and our minds very
full. It can be difficult to pause, be aware, pay attention and take one thing at a time.
Increasing our awareness of the present moment and paying full attention to one thing at a
time can help us to feel more relaxed and in control, and can help us to be more attentive
and sensitive to baby. Being fully aware and in the present moment can also reduce intrusions
from other thoughts.
We’re now going to try out a breathing space exercise which can help allow us to pause, pay
attention to the present moment and increase our awareness.
Breathing space exercise and discussions – 17 minutes
EXERCISE: 8 minute breathing space exercise (TIP)
This is an exercise from the ‘Mindfulness: Finding Peace in a Frantic World’ website
- http://franticworld.com
Explain: during the exercise you might notice discomfort, and that’s ok. When you do, just
notice this and then come back to the breath. Do what you need to do to get comfortable
and come back to the breath.

The recording can
Explain:
be accessed
Later on in pregnancy your babies will start moving more, when this happens just notice the through the
baby moving and, as we did in the breathing space exercise, return to the breath.
PowerPoint file
entitled “Session 1 Mindfulness
DISCUSSION: Go over how the exercise went for people – 4 minutes
recording”

How about you schedule some time to practice this breathing awareness exercise?
Could you do this together with you partner?
EXERCISE: Barriers to practicing this exercise at home. Discuss in partner pairs
– 4 minutes.

Stressful events diary – 3 minutes
We’re now going to introduce you to one more strategy which can help to manage stress.
In order to manage stress in our lives it’s important to be able to identify stressors, and in
order to start being able to identify the stressors in your lives, it’s a good idea to keep a diary.
To start with, over the next 3 weeks, we suggest you record a stressful time during each day
and note down what it was. It’s also a good idea to rate how stressed you felt, on a scale
NB: Feedback from
from 1-10 (TIPS).
this exercise can be
used as examples
for problem solving
Summing up and closing – 5 minutes
next session.
•
•

Praise the group for coming today and doing so well – this is the first step to feeling
Give stressful
better.
events diary
Summarise the session (what each group covered): got to know each other, learned
handout.
more about stress and anxiety during pregnancy, learned the importance of making
time to do enjoyable things and time to pause and bring our awareness to the present
moment.

•

Reminder about exercises to practice at home:
o Rewarding/meaningful activities
o Breathing space exercise (online link is on the handout)
o Keeping a note of stressful times of day

•

Remind group about earlier discussion of the importance of practicing these
Reassure that it’s
techniques and exercises at home, and that there will be the opportunity to review
ok if they don’t
the home practice exercises in the next session (TIP).
have time to fit all
exercises in at
home and not to
Give participants:
put themselves

•

o

o
•

Session handout - to remind group of what you covered today and to help
guide practice of new ideas and techniques discussed. Ensure all participants
have the rewarding & meaningful activity plan and stressful events diary.
Feedback questionnaires - participants should fill these out and return today

Remind the group of:
o the date and time for next session – they will also be reminded of this date
before the next session
o the contact they will receive between sessions (weekly emails)

Remind members that you will stay around after the session if they have questions or want to
talk individually.

GROUP SESSIONS: SESSION TWO
SESSION AIMS:
• To recap session one and discuss home practice exercises
• To introduce the idea of problem solving
• To discuss different types of problems and how they feed into anxiety
• To introduce the problem-solving framework

under a lot of
pressure to do this
– a ‘no fail’
situation

•

For partners: to introduce reflective listening

Cognitive strategies can also be acknowledged (for example looking at cognitive distortions) - pre-empt that this may
be bought up, and is important. Participants can be referred to the relevant chapter in the Towards Parenthood
workbook – chapter 7 ‘Healthy Thinking, Healthy Self’.
OVERVIEW OF SESSION: 105 minutes (total)
GROUP TOGETHER – 15 minutes
Review of session one and home practice exercises:

10 minutes

Introduction to today’s theme (problem-solving):

5 minutes

SEPARATE GROUPS – 40 minutes
WOMEN
Introduction to problem-solving and anxiety:

10 minutes

Problem solving discussions:

10 minutes

Avoidance:

5 minutes

Introduction to the problem-solving framework:

15 minutes

PARTNERS
Introduction to problem-solving and anxiety:

10 minutes

Problem-solving exercise:

5 minutes

Introduction to the problem-solving framework:

10 minutes

Reflective listening

15 minutes

BREAK – 10 minutes
GROUP TOGETHER – 40 minutes
Review and implementing the solution:

5 minutes

Managing uncertainty:

13 minutes

Loving Kindness exercise and discussions:

17 minutes

Summing up and closing:

5 minutes

START WITH GROUP ALL TOGETHER
Review of session one and home practice exercises – 10 minutes
•

Hello everybody, it’s good to see you all again. Just to say before we start, we
recognise that sometimes people may have tricky weeks – if there is anything you
want to talk about that is particularly troubling, please come and talk to one of us
during the break or at the end of the session today.

•

Ask the group to re-cap what was discussed in session one – 3 minutes
Prompt if necessary, and use flip chart from last session as a guide: information
on anxiety and stress during pregnancy, importance of rewarding activities and
the breathing space exercise.
Home practice: Scheduled times for rewarding activities and the breathing space
exercise. Recorded stressful time each day.

•

Make this
discussion quite
brief – move on
fairly soon. For
positive examples
try to draw out why
/ what strategies
were behind this
success. For
negative
examples,
acknowledge the
difficulties, ask how
they coped, and
then potentially use
the example as
material for the
session.

Review exercises practiced at home – ask the group how it went over the last
week – 3 minutes
Gather examples from just a couple of people of what went well and what didn’t go
so well – ask for one example from someone who had success and someone who If people have not
struggled. Use these examples to elicit what helped facilitate what went well, and been able to
complete exercises
what got in the way of things that didn’t go so well. (TIP).
at home,
Brainstorm ideas to move past barriers to home practice – 4 minutes - Move acknowledge
difficulties, and
on fairly soon (TIP)
potentially help to
problem solve
these difficulties
Introduction to the topic for this session: problem-solving – 5 minutes
later in the session.
•

Sometimes, as some of you may have noticed around the homework, when we’re
trying to get things done, we encounter barriers along the way. Other times, we’re
not even sure how to get started. Those kinds of situations can lead to worries and
anxiety. That’s where problem-solving can come in.

•

Problem-solving is a really important activity which we have to do every day:
whether big or small, we solve problems all the time. However, solving problems
can be more tricky or difficult when we’re feeling anxious or stressed. So with the
women today we’re going to focus on breaking problem-solving down into
manageable steps and thinking about how to overcome potential difficulties with
solving problems. With the partners we’re going to think about the problem solving
process and how you can support and help your partner to work through problems
– listening skills are also really important here.

•

We recognise that people may approach problems in different ways and have a Show “it’s not
slightly different focus to each other. We’ve got a funny video to show you to about the nail”
video (saved in the

illustrate this – it’s a big overgeneralisation, but it’s a nice video to illustrate PowerPoint file
differences between people & different approaches to problem solving. (TIP)
entitled “Session 2 'It's not about the
• We’ll split into separate groups now and come back together again after the break. nail' video & loving
kindness
recording”)
BREAK INTO SEPARATE GENDER GROUPS: PREGNANT WOMEN, AND PARTNERS. ONE
Therapists: swap
FACILITATOR WITH EACH GROUP (TIP).
groups so whoever
was with the
women last session
PREGNANT WOMEN GROUP – SESSION 2
go with the
partners this
Introduction to problem solving and anxiety – 10 minutes
session, and vice
versa
Introduce group to idea of problem solving and how it relates to anxiety/worry:
We need to solve problems all the time in our daily lives – all day, every day. This can range
from getting out of the house to preparing for baby coming along and wondering about the
impact of baby on you and your family and perhaps other parts of your life.
Look for themes
and take note of
the examples
people give as you
will use both of
these discussion
exercises in the
teaching points
DISCUSSION: What things get in the way of our being able to solve problems? (TIP)
Prompt if necessary: getting caught up in thinking about the problem, but not below
being able to come up with solutions, or not being able to take action. Not
knowing what to do, feeling overwhelmed, feeling like we don’t have any
control.
DISCUSSION: How do you go about trying to solve problems such as these? (TIP)
Prompt if necessary: think of all your options, talk to other people/get advice,
break the problem down into smaller steps and work out what needs to be
done. Some people will be uncomfortable if they don’t find a solution straight
away, others will be uncomfortable with quick decisions.
This can also vary based on how complex you might perceive the problem to be.

Summarise: sometimes problems can seem too big to solve, and sometimes problems might
have aspects to them that we may not have control over. For example, we may think we
don’t have options (e.g. if I take a full year of maternity leave I may not get the shifts I need
when I return, or they might not be able to offer me part-time employment). Or, we may
be so worried about the part of the problem we don’t have control over that we lose sight
of the aspects that we do have control over (e.g. I had to have a c-section with my last baby,
and I really don’t want to have a c-section this time. I’m just so stressed about this delivery!
– this woman isn’t focussed on what aspects of the delivery she might have control over).
Sometimes we can get so caught up in our worries about the possible bad things that we
forget to focus on what we can DO, e.g., going back to the examples I’ve just mentioned are there other people in HR that I could talk to about different employment options, can I
talk to my midwife about my birth options, letting her know how distressed I am? If my
midwife isn’t sure what else can be done, does my GP or another midwife have some ideas?
What have other women in my situation done?

From the examples that people gave about things that get in the way of solving problems,
look for examples of different kinds of thinking about the problem – for example, some may Be sure to reinforce
be worries, some may be active problem solving thoughts. (TIP)
the group for
positive problem
• If we go back to the examples we have just spoken about we can notice some less solving and positive
thinking
helpful ways of thinking.
approaches
On the flipchart, draw circles or underline types of thinking that showed unhelpful thinking.

Problem solving discussions – 10 minutes
Unhelpful responses / ways of thinking about a problem
Often, when we’re experiencing high levels of worry, this can be problematic – for example
you might be going over and over the problem, how much it’s distressing you, its moral
nature, and its possible catastrophic consequences.
DISCUSSION: Can you think of any examples / times when thinking about a problem hasn’t
been helpful?
Write the responses on the flipchart
Summarise: when you’re going over and over the problem, how much it’s distressing you,
its moral nature and possible catastrophic consequences - you’re going over the problem in
a way that’s unlikely to lead to a solution that you feel you can carry out.

Helpful responses
Low levels of worry are ok and normal, if you’re breaking the problem down, thinking of
different options that can lead to solutions you think you can carry out - this is helpful and
probably will lead to less worry in the longer term – e.g., you may feel slightly calmer or
stronger afterwards – (“breathe a sigh of relief”).
Pick a particular example from the group’s list and ask:
DISCUSSION: What WOULD have been more helpful in that situation?
Write the responses on the flipchart

Use this as a transition to problem solving – say something like:
This sounds a bit like problem solving, which is an active way of dealing with a problem by
breaking it down and focussing on what you can do in a situation, rather than getting caught
up in the emotional aspects or the uncontrollable aspects of a problem.
Now we’re going to talk about a particular example, and then apply some helpful ways to
work with the problem. In a moment we’ll think more about these examples and the steps
needed to problem-solve.
Avoidance – 5 minutes

First it’s important to mention something that can be a huge barrier to solving problems:
avoidance. (TIP). Although avoiding problems may help you to feel better / less anxious in If a member of the
the short term, in the long term it tends to lead to even more worry.
group responded to
the above question
Give the following example:
by saying I’d do
E.g.: “I’m really worried about how the delivery might go. I don’t like hospitals to begin with, nothing / run away
and I’ve heard stories from people I know who have had deliveries that were very different etc.’ then pick up
from how they’d hoped they’d go, and this fills me with a lot of worry! I don’t know what to on this example to
do about it all though. It just seems that what will happen will happen, so you just have to talk about
kind of accept that. I don’t see how I can accept it though. I mean, what happens if I have avoidance.
to have an emergency c-section, or if something really goes wrong? What happens if my If not, ask the
baby isn’t okay? I get so scared sometimes, and I feel so tense about it all. I know you can group ‘and does
visit the hospital or birth centre, but the thought of even seeing it makes me scared. I don’t anyone ever just
want to go!”
not face up to the
problem / run away
• Although not visiting the hospital or birth centre helps this woman to feel less from the problem’?
anxious in the immediate present, longer term it may mean she doesn’t do things We’ve all done it at
which may actually help to reduce her levels of anxiety and worry overall: e.g. some point!
visiting a birth centre, devising a birth plan, talking to birth partner and midwife
about how to manage possibly tricky aspects to the birth.

Avoids going to hospitals,

Worried about the

birth centres, planning the birth

delivery of the baby

Feels worried,
scared, anxious
Introduction to the problem solving framework – 15 minutes
Thinking back to our earlier discussions: we’re now going to have a look at a really useful
framework for solving problems.
Introduce problem-solving framework (write up on flipchart):
1. Identify the problem, as clearly and precisely as you can
2. Write down as many solutions as you can think of. Nothing should be rejected
at this stage, no matter how unlikely/ridiculous it seems
3. Weigh up the pros and cons of each solution
4. How do these pros and cons fit with your main goals?
5. Pick one of the solutions and try it out

If helpful, draw this
diagram on the
flipchart to
illustrate the
example above,
whilst talking
through it

6. Review how well the solution worked. If it didn’t work, return to step 5 and
try another
Fit the example used earlier in the problem solving discussion about helpful responses into
this framework – write up on the flipchart.
EXERCISE: Now we’re going to ask you to split off into pairs and use the framework to
think through a problem from your own lives – this needs to be a manageable Important
problem, a solution which they can try to implement over the coming week (they teaching point –
could use their example of something which didn’t go so well this week).
telling anxious
people that
Bring the group back together and ask how it went.
problem solving
• Explain: some problems don’t have solutions – or certainly no obvious or easy will solve all their
solutions – or they may feel out of our control, and this can be tough, especially for problems can set
people who are feeling anxious or worried. For example thinking about how labour them up to worry
will go: it can feel like we have no control over this. In fact, we always have some when they realise
control (e.g. talking through a birth plan with your midwife), even if it’s only over a that not everything
small part of the problem. We should have a balance between the controllable and is solvable.
Emphasise that
uncontrollable parts of a problem: when we look at problems, try to have:
o 70% of what you’re focussing on be on the part that you have control over some things are
not solvable, and
(breaking the problem down in a solution-focussed way)
o 30% on the part you don’t have control over. (This recognizes that we are not all solutions are
emotional beings and we want to talk and think about the emotional things knowable.
too. That’s okay, but we need to have the scales tipping on what we can What to do? Learn
to tolerate
actually DO)
uncertainty.
(TIP)
Mention that we
will discuss this
----------------------------- BREAK ---------------------------after the break.
After break bring separate groups back together

PARTNERS GROUP – SESSION 2
Introduction to problem solving and anxiety – 10 minutes
As we said earlier, with your partners today we’re focusing on trying to break problems
down into manageable steps, and it’s really important to support each other around this.
We often think that men are quite good at thinking about problems in a practical way, and
coming up with solutions, and that women can sometimes get more stuck with this –
particularly if levels of anxiety and stress around the problem are high. It’s important to
acknowledge that both men and women worry though, and problem solving can be helpful
tool for both to learn. This can be especially helpful for you as a couple. It can give you a
problem solving framework to work on together.
So in our session, first we’re going to introduce you to problem-solving so that you know
what your partners are learning and so you can sit down together to think through
problems. Then we’re going to think about how you can support your partner in solving

problems: a key thing we’re going to think about is listening skills – some people are good
at listening, others find it more difficult to listen in a way that their partner finds useful.

Introduce group to idea of problem solving and how it relates to anxiety/worry:
We need to solve problems all the time in our daily lives – all day, every day. This can range
from getting out of the house to preparing for the baby coming along and wondering about
the impact of baby on you and your family and perhaps other parts of your life.
DISCUSSION: how do you go about trying to solve problems such as these? (TIP)
Prompt if necessary: think of all your options, break the problem down into
smaller steps and work out what needs to be done, talk to other people/get
advice. Some people will be uncomfortable if they don’t find a solution straight Look for themes
away, others will be uncomfortable with quick decisions. This can also vary based and take note of
on how complex you might perceive the problem to be.
the examples
people give as you
will use both of
DISCUSSION: What kinds of things get in the way of problem solving? (TIP)
these discussion
Prompt if necessary: getting caught up in thinking about the problem, but not exercises in the
being able to come up with solutions, or not being able to take action. Not teaching points
knowing what to do, feeling overwhelmed, feeling like we don’t have any below
control.
Draw out from these examples how people may approach problems in different ways. Also
highlight that men and women may try to solve problems in different ways.

People may have different ways of thinking about a problem – for example some thoughts
may be worries, some may be active, problem solving thoughts.
•

Anxiety can get in the way of problem solving. If you or your partner are anxious
you may think in ways that might not be very helpful in solving the problem. Some
ways of managing a problem are positive and helpful, for example if it means
breaking the problem down and thinking of options that can lead to solutions that
can be carried out (which may also lead to less worry in the longer term). However,
it’s not very helpful if either of you have high levels of worry and are going over and
over the problem, how much it is distressing you, its moral nature, its possible
catastrophic consequences – this leads to going over the problem in a way that’s
unlikely to lead to a solution that can be carried out.

Now, we’re going to talk about a particular example and then apply some helpful ways to
work with the problem.

Problem solving exercise – 5 minutes
So, let’s try and work through a problem together.

EXERCISE: you are trying to negotiate with your family about getting some help and
support with preparing your home / nursery for when baby comes along.
What would be some helpful responses to this problem, and what would be some less
helpful responses?
Write the responses up on the flipchart. Draw two columns on the flipchart one for ‘helpful’ and one for ‘unhelpful’ responses.
Great! That’s problem-solving, you’ve all just done it. Problem solving is an active way of
dealing with a problem by breaking it down and focussing on what you can do in a situation,
rather than getting caught up in the emotional or the uncontrollable aspects of a problem.
Now we’re going to think more about the example we’ve just been through, and the steps
needed to problem-solve.

Introduction to the problem-solving framework – 10 minutes
We’re now going to introduce you to a useful framework for solving problems – this is also
how we’ll be encouraging your partners to go about trying to solve problems (P.T.O).

Introduce problem-solving framework (write up on flipchart):
1. Identify the problem, as clearly and precisely as you can
2. Write down as many solutions as you can think of. Nothing should be rejected
at this stage, no matter how unlikely/ridiculous it seems
3. Weigh up the pros and cons of each solution
4. How do these pros and cons fit with your main goals?
5. Pick one of the solutions and try it out
6. Review how well the solution worked. If it didn’t work, return to step 5 and
try another
Fit the ideas the group came up with in the exercise (about negotiating with family) into the
framework – again, write up on the flipchart.
Explain: sometimes, problems don’t have solutions – or certainly no obvious or easy
solutions – or they may feel out of our control, and those can be tough, especially for people
who are feeling anxious or worried. For example, thinking about how the labour will go: it
can feel like we have no control over this. In fact, we always have some control (e.g. talking
through a birth plan with your midwife), even if it’s only over a small part of the problem;
but these sorts of problems are often accompanied by a lot of emotion.
•

We will be talking to your partners about trying to find a balance between the
controllable and uncontrollable parts of a problem – we suggest trying to have:

o

70% focus on the controllable bit (breaking the problem down, in a solutionfocused way)
30% focus on the uncontrollable bit. It’s important to acknowledge the
emotional feelings around these types of problems. Spend some time with
your partner on the uncontrollable bit and try to give her sympathy and
support around these emotions and worries. The goal should be to try to
reach an acceptance between you that some problems have uncontrollable
aspects to them; and to understand which bits are uncontrollable, and
which bits you have control over (and can focus and work on). Then, the
task is to focus mainly on the controllable bits – try to help your partner to
focus mostly on what can actually be done about the problem.

Important
o
teaching point –
telling anxious
people that
problem solving
will solve all their
problems can set
them up to worry
when they realize
that not everything
is solvable.
• The hope is that by talking together about both the controllable and the Emphasise that
uncontrollable aspects of problems, and working through these together, you can some things are
learn together from the experience (and take some meaning from it), even if it feels not solvable, and
not all solutions are
difficult.
knowable.
What to do? Learn
to tolerate
uncertainty.
Mention that we
will discuss this
after the break.
Introduction to reflective listening – 5 minutes
•

As we mentioned earlier, a really important skill when supporting your partner in
problem-solving and talking through problems is effective listening. Sometimes
your partner doesn’t want you to come up with solutions for them – they need to
find solutions for themselves, but want support and empathy around making these
decisions. So we’re now going to introduce you to a skill called ‘reflective listening’
– in 3 steps.

Introduce 3 steps to reflective listening:
1. Stop: Stop what you are doing, give your partner your full attention;
2. Listen: Listen without interrupting or passing judgement;
3. Ask: Summarise the main points she’s made to check you have understood her
correctly. For example:
Ø Summarising: “so you’re feeling very stressed by work”
Ø Reflecting: repeating back a word or phrase
Ø Checking understanding: “it sounds like you’re saying […] – have I got that
right?”
Ø Open-ended questions: “can you tell me more about […]?”
Reflective listening exercise – 10 minutes
EXERCISE: Now we’re going to put that into practice with some role play. I’m going to be
a pregnant woman – your partner – and I’d like you to practice your
reflective listening – listen to what I say and then respond using your

reflective listening skills. Don’t worry, I’ll help you out if you get stuck! Remember body If the group is well
language is also important. (TIP)
balanced in terms
of their
Do this in a round robin fashion. Read off each paragraph in turn and ask partners to each contributions to
take a turn saying something reflective - e.g. read paragraph 1, ask partner 1 to reflect, then group discussion,
read out paragraph 2 and ask partner 2 to reflect, and so on. Other partners can contribute ask them to chip in
to the reflective statements after the first person has responded.
as and when they
think of responses.
Start with the following example:
If a few dominate
“I can’t stop thinking about the birth and delivery of the baby. I don’t know what to do. I discussion and
don’t even like hospitals to begin with, and I’ve heard lots of stories about people who have others are
had deliveries where things went wrong and where things were very different from how reserved, simply go
they’d hoped, and this makes me worry … [pause, ask group members to reflect] …
round the room
one by one so
What am I supposed to do about it? It just seems that what will happen will happen, so I everyone takes a
just have to accept that I can’t do anything about it. But I don’t see how I can accept that. I turn. If one person
mean, what happens if I have to have an emergency c-section, or if something really goes gets stuck, ask the
wrong? What happens if our baby isn’t okay? I wish I knew what was going to happen and group to help out.
that it will be ok … [pause, ask group members to reflect] …

My midwife says that there are things we can talk about and do now, ready for the birth. I
just get so scared sometimes, and I feel so tense about it all. I know you can go for those
hospital tours, but the thought of even seeing it makes me scared. I don’t want to go!” …
[pause, ask group members to reflect] …

Here are some prompts if they’re really stuck:
“you’ve heard lots of stories about deliveries going wrong, which is making you feel very
nervous about giving birth?”, “it sounds like you’re really worried about giving birth”, “it
sounds like this is a very difficult thing for you to think about”, “you’re worried about not
knowing what’s going to happen?” “could you tell me more about what the midwife has said
about things you can do now?”, “it sounds like the thought of going to a hospital is
something that makes you feel scared”

Great! This is a really helpful and supportive way of listening to your partners’
worries/concerns and will help them to accept the uncontrollable parts of problems. In
turn, this will help them – and you together – to focus on the bits you can control and to
think about possible solutions.

-----------------------------

BREAK

----------------------------

After break bring separate groups back together

SESSION 2 AFTER BREAK: WHOLE GROUP BACK TOGETHER
Review and implementing the solution – 5 minutes
Review
•

•

Briefly sum up what each group has covered: women have worked on problemsolving and avoidance, partners have worked on problem-solving and practiced
listening skills.
You’ve all spent some time today thinking about how to break problems down and
tackle them in a manageable way. But of course the key point is being able to put
your solutions into practice, and this can be a tricky point.

Implementing the solution
•

You may have come up with your solution and still be thinking: “can I actually do it?
What if I do it and it doesn’t work?” - but solutions aren’t black and white / all or
nothing – e.g. I’ve thought of this one solution and it WILL work. Problems often
require you to try out different approaches until you hit on one that works. You
implement a solution, it doesn’t quite work perfectly, but great! - you have more
information about what the problem requires. You may need to do this quite a lot.
It’s important to approach problems like this, because if you think solutions are allor-nothing, then you might not want to engage in problem-solving at all, because Here you could
highlight again the
the worry that the solution won’t work is too great. (TIP)
link between
avoidance and
Managing Uncertainty – 13 minutes
worry
We have talked about how problems often have parts to them that you can solve, and how
the problem-solving framework can help with this. However, there are often aspects to
problems that can’t be solved, leading to some uncertainty and, even if a problem can be
solved, there can still be some uncertainty as we don’t know whether the solution will
actually work. Difficulties tolerating uncertainty can drive worry and anxiety. Uncertainty,

even if it’s only about a small part of the problem, can balloon up and become the centre of
our focus.
Ask the group: So, what do you think happens if we try to fix, or solve, uncertain parts of
a problem?
Ask for 1 – 2 examples.
E.g. go round and round in a circle without a solution, keep asking for reassurance
When that happens, we can get stuck asking for reassurance, making lists, avoiding certain
activities, or trying to over-inform ourselves. But these actions don’t actually help, although
they may relieve distress in the short term.
Ultimately, uncertainty is a part of life so, what can we do? We need to start acting opposite
to what we normally do and build up our tolerance of uncertainty.
So, how do we do that?
We’re not going to jump straight in - we’ll start slow with what’s manageable.
•
•
•

First, you will have the opportunity to identify areas where you struggle with
uncertainty.
Then, you’ll choose actions that are like the actions of people who don’t have
problems tolerating uncertainty.
The next step is to pick an action that you feel you could actually do when you’re
presented with that uncertainty, and to practice doing that, again and again, until
you’re comfortable to move up to something a little trickier.

It’s important to know that increasing tolerance of uncertainty doesn’t mean being
irresponsible or negligent, it means reducing opportunities for worry. The good thing about
that is, when we’re caught up in worry, we often aren’t taking the action we need to do. So,
increasing tolerance of uncertainty can both help us to manage uncertain moments and can
help free up our minds and actions to accomplish more helpful goals.
We’ll go through an example now to see how we could do this.
DISCUSSION: Think about the following situation.
A child is in school and their parents are concerned that they should get a
balanced meal for lunch every day, so they always give their child a packed
lunch. The parents are particularly worried that the child gets his or her “5 a
day” in fruit and veg. At the end of the day they always check their child’s lunch box to
ensure that their child has eaten his or her fruit and veg.
Ask the group:
• What is the tolerance of uncertainty problem here?
• How would someone who has no problem with uncertainty in this area behave
instead?
Here are some prompts if the group are stuck:

Not check the lunchbox at the end of the day, send some lunch with their child but also give
them some money to buy something else, make a packed lunch on a couple of days and their
child can have a school dinner on other days, don’t ask their child what they ate for lunch if
they have had a school dinner, if the parents haven’t given their child a packed lunch - don’t
go out of their way to give their child extra fruit and vegetables, let their child choose
whatever they want for lunch.

After the exercise: pick 2-3 examples given by the group and ask them to rate how difficult
they would be to do; 0 = not difficult at all, 10 = very difficult. Try to pick examples across
the range.

Explain: The next step is for the parents to pick an action that would be like someone who
does not struggle with uncertainty in this area. You would want to pick something not too
easy, but not too tricky for the week: ideally pick something that has a rating of 5/6. Also,
ideally, the behaviour would be one you could get lots of practice doing.
The trick is to practice acting in this new way over the next week. You would then practice
this for the whole week. Does that make sense?
In a moment, we’ll practice this a bit more in pairs.
Give the handout (TIP).

“Managing the
unmanageable,
Ask the group: from the handout, can you find areas where you struggle with uncertainty? tolerating
2 minutes
uncertainty”
A key way to figure out if you struggle with uncertainty is to examine if there are areas handout
where you ask yourself, “what if…” questions, and misjudge the chances that slim
possibilities will in fact happen. Pick one that you might want to focus on in the upcoming
week.
Ask the group: what are your actions when you are faced with uncertainty in this area?
2 minutes
Take a moment to look at the list (page 3-4 on the handout) – you might be able to identify
some areas you can relate to. If not, you might want to write down the kinds of things that
you do typically when faced with that uncertainty.
EXERCISE: break into pairs with your partner and think of 3-4 things you could
do to address the area you have picked from the list. Remember, addressing
this means acting like someone who tolerates uncertainty.
Perhaps use the area the pregnant women have identified from the list today – this is not
to say partners don’t find uncertainty tricky too - this is something you can discuss together
at home before the next session.

Have a go at continuing this at home before the next session – you can use the table in the
handout (pages 5 & 6) to help.

Explain: you will feel anxious and nervous and this will be hard. However, it’s important to
remember that your anxiety won’t stay at this level, it will reduce and the next day it will
feel easier, as you build up your tolerance.
You’ll be purposely paying attention to something that you were not before, in the short
term this can make you feel more anxious (1), however in the long term this will help you Use the graph
to feel less anxious (2) (TIP).
below to illustrate
this teaching point

Level of anxiety

1

2

Time
Sometimes behind this there can be thoughts about what will happen if you don’t do
something (e.g. if you don’t give your child a packed lunch) and sit with the uncertainty.
However, sitting with uncertainty and building up our tolerance to this can also weaken the
power of our thoughts. We’ll give you a workbook called Towards Parenthood next session
– chapter 7 talks about thoughts in a lot more detail and provides a few more strategies to
help manage these thoughts.

Loving Kindness exercise and discussions – 17 minutes
Last session we practiced attending to the breath, this session we’re going to introduce a
different mindfulness based exercise which will add a different perspective to your practice.
We’re introducing a different exercise each session to highlight different options for you.
We encourage you to practice each exercise at home after the session. You might prefer
one more than the others or you might prefer to use different exercises at different times
– after these sessions you’ll have had the chance to try each one out and notice whether
you have a preference for any of the exercises.
Introduce Loving Kindness exercise:
• We know that many of us can have self-critical voices. Our self-critical voices give
us negative things to think about, and importantly, they speak to us in negative
tones. These self-critical voices do NOT let us relax, do NOT let us see that we need
to care for ourselves, and they create a lot of stress and tension for us.

•

We have an exercise that is aimed at neutralizing the self-critical voice and replacing
it with a self-compassionate voice. This voice not only helps us feel better about
ourselves, but reduces tension and helps improves our feelings of relaxation and
well-being. So, we’re going to try out a self-compassion exercise.

EXERCISE: Loving Kindness exercise – 12 minutes
Note to therapist: Sometimes people have a difficult time thinking of a loving being that is
kind to them. It’s important to emphasize that the loving being doesn’t have to be a person
they know, or even a person. They can think of a cloud, a voice, a sensation – anything that
feels compassionate, warm, and trustworthy. They could also think of their baby – however
it’s important to highlight that there is no pressure for them to think of their baby, a person
they know, or even a person.
DISCUSSION: Go over how the exercise went for people – 3 minutes

Like last session, how about you schedule some time for this loving kindness exercise into
your daily routine?

Could think about this as an ending point for the session:
Grant me the ability to accept the things I cannot change;
courage to change the things I can;
and wisdom to know the difference.

Summing up and closing - 5 minutes
•
•

Praise the group for coming today and doing so well.
Summarise the session (what each group covered): introduced idea of problem
solving and how it relates to anxiety/stress, problem-solving framework. Pregnant
women discussed avoidance and focusing on managing problems in a solutionfocused way. Partners discussed problem-solving and reflective listening. Together
we discussed thinking through problems together, managing uncertainty, and we
practiced a loving kindness exercise.

HOME PRACTICE EXERCISES for this week:
•
•

•

Women: make some time to try out problem-solving and implementing
your solution this week. Work with your partner to do this.
Partners: take some time to work with your partners in their problemsolving – practice your reflective listening skills. Share what you learnt
about reflective listening with your partners, so you can support each other
with this.
Both: discuss managing uncertainty together - continue the exercise we
practiced in the session and work through the handout together.

Play loving
kindness recording
(saved in the
PowerPoint file
entitled “Session 2 'It's not about the
nail' video & loving
kindness
recording”)

•

Loving kindness exercise practice

Scheduling in some time to sit down together to think through a problem is a good place to
start. Then practice testing out the solution. We’ll check in with you next session to see
how it went.
It’s also important to continue to use the exercises from session 1:
o Rewarding/meaningful activities
o Breathing space exercise
o Keeping a note of stressful times of day
•

Give participants
o handouts: - session summary & home practice sheets, managing
uncertainty handout, serenity saying, rewarding & meaningful activity plan
and stressful events diary from session 1
o feedback questionnaires - participants should fill these out and return today

•

Remind the group of:
o the date and time for next session – participants will also be reminded of
this date before the next session
o the contact they will receive between sessions (weekly emails)

•

Remind members that you will stay around after the session if they have questions
or want to talk individually.

GROUP SESSIONS: SESSION THREE
SESSION AIMS:

To recap session two and discuss home practice exercises
To introduce the idea of managing uncertainty
To discuss uncertainty and how it feed into anxiety
OVERVIEW OF SESSION: 105 minutes (total)
GROUP TOGETHER 25 minuter
Review of session two and home practice exercises:

15 minutes

Introduction to today’s theme (managing uncertainty):

10 minutes

GROUP TOGETHER 45 minutes
Managing uncertainty
Building up tolerance of uncertainty

15 minutes
15 minutes

BREAK – 10 minutes
Loving kindness exercise

15 minutes

GROUP TOGETHER 20 minutes
Review and implementing:

10 minutes

Summing up and closing:

10 minutes

GROUP ALL TOGETHER (FOR WHOLE SESSION)
Review of Session two and home practice exercises – 15 minutes
Make this discussion
As we did in the last session, to start with let’s see how everyone has
quite brief – move on
been over the last few weeks – has anyone had any particularly stressful /
fairly soon. For positive
anxiety-provoking events, or any particularly positive events they would
examples try to draw
like to share with the group? (TIP)
• How are the relaxation and self-care exercises going from session 1 and 2? out why
/ what strategies
were behind this
DISCUSSION: ask the group to re-cap what was discussed in session two.
success. For negative
Prompt if necessary:
examples,
problem-solving, how it relates to anxiety, reflective listening,
acknowledge the
implementing a solution to the problem. Home practice: work
difficulties, ask how
through a problem and try implementing the solution.
they coped, and then
potentially use the
DISCUSSION: review techniques/exercises practiced at home
example as material
Make sure you also review how the group have got on with home
for the session.
practice exercises from session 1 as well as session 2 to encourage
group members to continue using and applying these techniques.
Gather examples from a couple of people – use one example of
something
that went well, one example of something that didn’t go so well.
Ask the group: What helped facilitate what went well, and what
got in didn’t go so well?
•

•

•

•

•

•

If the sticking point was that they couldn’t think of a solution, or didn’t
get started with implementing a solution: they need to do more problemsolving around WHY.
If the sticking point was that they tried a solution but it didn’t work: they
need toproblem-solve around what went wrong and they try something
different – problem-solving is a trial and error process.
If the sticking point was that they were worrying so much that they
avoided problem-solving: they need to try to focus on what they can DO
(refer back to session 2) – break problem-solving framework down into Here you could
highlight again the
smaller steps and gradually build it up.
If the sticking point was that their support/communication with partner link between
fell through – don’t worry! This is what we’re going to focus on next avoidance and worry
session.
If things went well – fantastic! Remember that it’s important to keep
using the skills. If you found this week’s exercise relatively
straightforward, it may be useful to try these strategies with trickier or
bigger issues. Don’t go too big, but try something a bit more challenging.
Keep practicing, and when you have success, keep going for slightly
bigger issues.

Remember, not every problem has a solution, and sometimes there are parts to
problems that have solutions, and some parts that don’t have solutions. The
trick is to work on the parts that do have a solution and to do the managing
uncertainty practice with those
aspects that don’t have solutions.
Introduction to the topic for this session: managing uncertainty – 10 minutes
Managing the Unmanagable/Tolerating Uncertainty
Difficulties tolerating uncertainty can drive worry and anxiety. Uncertainty is what is uncertain, unknown, or
unclear. It’s that piece of the puzzle that you can problem solve; the part you’re not sure about. People who get
stuck in their worries tend to struggle with uncertainty. Uncertainty, even if it is a small part of the problem, and
even it is about an event that is unlikely to happen, can balloon up and become the centre of focus.
Here is an example: “Anna and Bella are both referred for follow-up prenatal testing because their first blood
tests revealed a small possibility that something may be of medical concern with the baby. Anna asks her doctor
about the possible cause of the test results, and the chance that something is actually wrong with her baby, and
then makes an appointment. During the next few days, she thinks about the procedure and starts to feel
anxious. She tells herself, however, that the first test results are frequently wrong, in fact, most often wrong,
and the next procedure will give her some answers about the baby. She continues with her daily activities and
doesn’t think too much about the procedure. Bella, on the other hand, asks her doctor plenty of questions. She
wants to be reassured and told that nothing could possibly be wrong with her baby. Over the next few days, she
thinks often about the procedure, imagining that she will be told that her baby has significant health problems,
and she will have to decide whether to continue with the pregnancy, or to adapt to the struggles of caring for a
very ill child. To calm herself, she looks for information on the Internet and asks her partner for reassurance
about the baby. Despite everything she is told, she continues to feel anxious and has difficulty sleeping.”
This example shows how two people can react quite differently to an uncertain situation. Anna manages
uncertainty quite differently than Bella. Both seek information, but Bella is dissatisfied with information she
receives. Although Anna is worried about a negative outcome, she focuses on the fact that the odds are in
favour of her baby being okay. Linda focuses on the negative possibilities, and becomes overwhelmed by them.
How do you react when you encounter uncertain situations that seem unclear or ambiguous? Do you identify
with Bella? Often people may tolerate uncertainty in some areas of their life (e.g., finance) but struggle with it in
other areas (e.g., health, relationships).
Are there particular areas where you struggle with uncertainty? A key way to figure out if you struggle with
uncertainty is to examine if there are areas where you ask yourself, “what if…” questions, and misjudge the
chances that slim possibilities will in fact happen.
In the group, we talked about how problems often have parts to them that you can solve, and problem-solving
can help with this. There are often aspects to problems though that can’t be solved. Sometimes people who
struggle with uncertainty can keep searching for the solution, like Linda.
It’s important to recognize the unsolvable parts of problems, and instead of trying to “fix” or “figure out” those
parts of the problem, learn to sit with, or tolerate, uncertainty.
Uncertainty is a part of life, so it’s important to understand this and to practice tolerating uncertainty.

Managing Uncertainty – 30 minutes

Ask the group: So, what do you think happens if we try to fix, or solve, uncertain parts of a problem?
Ask for 1 – 2 examples.
E.g. go round and round in a circle without a solution, keep asking for reassurance
When that happens, we can get stuck asking for reassurance, making lists, avoiding certain activities, or trying to
over-inform ourselves. But these actions don’t actually help, although they may relieve distress in the short term.
Ultimately, uncertainty is a part of life so, what can we do? We need to start acting opposite to what we normally
do and build up our tolerance of uncertainty.

What to do?
Reversing your usual way of responding can help. It may seem strange, but it’s more helpful to increase your
tolerance of uncertainty, rather than try to increase your certainty.
It’s important to know that increasing tolerance of uncertainty doesn’t mean being irresponsible or negligent. It
means reducing opportunities for worry. The good thing about that is when we’re caught up in worry, we often
aren’t taking the action we need to do. So, increasing tolerance of uncertainty can both help us to manage
uncertain moments and can help free up our minds and actions to accomplish more helpful goals
We’re not going to jump straight in - we’ll start slow with what’s manageable.
1. First, you will have the opportunity to identify areas where you struggle with uncertainty.
2. Then, you’ll choose actions that are like the actions of people

who don’t have problems tolerating uncertainty.
3. The next step is to pick an action that you feel you could actually
do when you’re presented with that uncertainty, and to practice
doing that, again and again, until you’re comfortable to move up
to something a little trickier.
It’s important to know that increasing tolerance of uncertainty doesn’t mean being irresponsible or negligent, it
means reducing opportunities for worry. The good thing about that is, when we’re caught up in worry, we often
aren’t taking the action we need to do. So, increasing tolerance of uncertainty can both help us to manage
uncertain moments and can help free up our minds and actions to accomplish more helpful goals.
We’ll go through an example now to see how we could do this.
DISCUSSION: Think about the following situation.
(A child is in a daycare and their parents are concerned that he should get a proper meal for lunch every day.
They are particularly worried that the child gets fruit and veg, so they always leave an apple and a carrot. At the
end of the day they always check if their child has eaten them, asking both the child and the teachers.)
Ask the group:

What is the tolerance of uncertainty problem here?
How would someone who has no problem with uncertainty
in this area behave instead?

Here are some prompts if the group are stuck:
Not send the lunchbox with their child, don’t ask their child what they ate for lunch.
Don´t ask the teacher every day about the lunch. Don’t go out of their way to give their
child extra fruit and vegetables, let their child choose whatever they want for lunch.
After the exercise: pick 2-3 examples given by the group and ask them to rate how
difficult they would be to do; 0 = not difficult at all, 10 = very difficult. Try to pick
examples across the range.
Explain: The next step is for the parents to pick an action that would be like someone
who does not struggle with uncertainty in this area. You would want to pick something
not too easy, but not too tricky for the week. (Related to pregnancy)

“Managing the
unmanageable,
tolerating
uncertainty”
EXERCISE: break into pairs with your partner and think of 3-4 things you could handout
do to address the area you have picked from the list. Remember, addressing
this means acting like someone who tolerates uncertainty.

Perhaps use the area the pregnant women have identified from the list today – this is not to
say partners don’t find uncertainty tricky too - this is something you can discuss together at
home before the next session.
Have a go at continuing this at home before the next session – you can use the table in the
handout to help.
Explain: you will feel anxious and nervous and this will be hard. However, it’s important to
remember that your anxiety won’t stay at this level, it will reduce and the next day it will feel
easier, as you build up your tolerance.
Use the graph
You’ll be purposely paying attention to something that you were not before, in the short to illustrate this
term this can make you feel more anxious (1), however in the long term this will help you to teaching point
feel less anxious (2) (TIP).

1

2

t
y

Sometimes behind this there can be thoughts about what will happen if you don’t do
something and sit with the uncertainty. However, sitting with uncertainty and building
up our tolerance to this can also weaken the power of our thoughts

Loving Kindness exercise and discussions – 15 minutes
During the first session we practiced attending to the breath, this session we’re going to introduce a different
mindfulness-based exercise which will add a different perspective to your practice.
We’re introducing a different exercise this session to highlight different options for you. We encourage you to practice
each exercise at home after the session. You might prefer one more than the others or you might prefer to use different
exercises at different times
– after these sessions you’ll have had the chance to try each one out and notice

whether you have a preference for any of the exercises.
Introduce Loving Kindness exercise:
• We know that many of us can have self-critical voices. Our self-critical voices
give us negative things to think about, and importantly, they speak to us in
negative tones. These self-critical voices do NOT let us relax, do NOT let us
see that we need to care for ourselves, and they create a lot of stress and
tension for us.
• We have an exercise that is aimed at neutralizing the self-critical voice and
replacing it with a self-compassionate voice. This voice not only helps us feel
better about ourselves, but reduces tension and helps improves our feelings of
relaxation and well-being. So, we’re going to try out a self-compassion
exercise.

EXERCISE: Loving Kindness exercise – 9 minutes
Note to therapist: Sometimes people have a difficult time thinking of a loving being that is
kind to them. It’s important to emphasize that the loving being doesn’t have to be a person
they know, or even a person. They can think of a cloud, a voice, a sensation – anything that
feels compassionate, warm, and trustworthy. They could also think of their baby – however
it’s important to highlight that there is no pressure for them to think of their baby, a person
they know, or even a person.
DISCUSSION: Go over how the exercise went for people – 5 minutes
Like last session, how about you schedule some time for this loving kindness exercise into
your daily routine?
Summing up and closing – 5 minutes
• we discussed thinking through problems together, managing uncertainty, and we
practiced a loving kindness exercise.
HOME PRACTICE EXERCISES for this week:
•

Discuss managing uncertainty together - continue the exercise wepracticed
in the session and work through the handout together.
Loving kindness exercise practice

•

It’s also important to continue to use the exercises from session 1 and 2:
o Rewarding/meaningful activities
o Breathing space exercise
o Keeping a note of stressful times of day
•
•

Remind the group of:the date and time for next session
Remind members that you will stay around after the session if
they have questions or want to talk individually.

Play

GROUP SESSIONS: SESSION FOUR
SESSION AIMS:

To introduce the group to the idea of team work and encourage women and their partners to
confront stress together
To introduce communication skills and allow group members to have the opportunity to
practice communication with their partners

GROUP TOGETHER – 50 minutes
Review of session three:

5 minutes

First exercise and discussion:

15 minutes

Communication tips exercise:

10 minutes

Exercise in partner pairs and follow up group discussion:

10 minutes

Notes on communicating with your partner:

10 minutes

- BREAK - 10 minutes

GROUP TOGETHER – 45 minutes
Summing up the 4 sessions:

15 minutes

Compassion exercise

15 minutes

Closing and questionnaires:

15 minutes

GROUP ALL TOGETHER (FOR WHOLE SESSION)
Review of Session three and home practice exercises – 5 minutes
As we did in the last session, to start with let’s see how everyone has been over the last Make this
few weeks – has anyone had any particularly stressful / anxiety-provoking events, or any discussion quite
brief – move on
particularly positive events they would like to share with the group? (TIP)
fairly soon. For
• How are the relaxation and self-care exercises going from session 1?
positive examples
try to draw out why
DISCUSSION: ask the group to re-cap what was discussed in session three.
/ what strategies
Prompt if necessary: Managing uncertainty. Home practice
were behind this
success. For
DISCUSSION: review techniques/exercises practiced at home – ask the group how it went over negative examples,
acknowledge the
the last few weeks.
Make sure you also review how the group have got on with home practice difficulties, ask how
exercises from session 1 as well as session 2 and 3, to encourage group members they coped, and
to continue using and applying these techniques. Gather examples from a couple then potentially use
of people – use one example of something that went well, one example of something the example as
that didn’t go so well. Ask the group: What helped facilitate what went well, and material for the
session.
what got in the way of things that didn’t go so well?
•

TEAMWORK: CONFRONTING STRESS TOGETHER
Whilst our focus in the last 2 sessions was on women doing the problem-solving and partners
supporting this and managing uncertainty, today our focus is on helping you communicate
together about shared problems. Parenting involves lots of teamwork – you’re in it together.
Exercise & discussion – 15 minutes
Let’s start with an EXERCISE: Imagine this situation - your baby is 2 months old and not being
breastfed. Mum is still on maternity leave and partner is back at work. It has been
a particularly shattering week for both parents – Mum is exhausted and baby has
been ill, partner has a big project due at work.
Baby wakes up in the night – who gets up to look after baby and how do you decide?
We’re now going to work together to apply the problem solving framework to this example.

For this exercise have the pregnant women sitting together and their partners sitting
together in two groups, to represent different perspectives. Take them through the stages
below step-by-step. For example - for step 1:
• Ask the women to identify the problem and the partners to identify the problem in
small groups.
• Then, bring them back to the larger group and ask: “how did that go?”/“what did
you come up with?”, “what did you notice?”, “what were the difficulties?” “what
worked well?” – to facilitate group discussion
•

Write all suggestions on the flip chart.

Repeat this example for each step in turn
1. Identify the problem, as clearly and precisely as you can
a. Clarification of expectations.
This is an additional step to the problem solving framework discussed in session 2, to help
facilitate interpersonal communication. This step can also make the problem clearer and
help with identifying the problem itself.

Note to therapist: if
some women are at
the group on their
own and don’t have
a partner, this can
be rephrased to
include
friends/family
members, please
also note – be
careful not to only
talk about Dad’s as
some women may
have female
partners

Ask yourselves for this step:
o What would you expect or want from the situation?
o

Then, let’s get a little bit more specific – within this situation, what are your
expectations for yourself and what are your expectations for the other
person.
E.g. The mother might be thinking these things: I’m exhausted, I hope
he/she realizes how shattering looking after a baby is, how tired I am and
how hard this is; I hope he/she knows I love her/him but need her/his help
(P.T.O).
E.g. The partner might be thinking: I hope my partner realizes that I
have a project due this week that’s really important; I hope it’s not too
much, I hope it’s something I can actually do, I don’t want to disappoint; I
hope she knows I love her but need her support too.

o

What do these actions mean for you e.g. if my partner does … that means
that he/she really cares.

Note to therapist:
pick and choose a
couple of these
examples – you
don’t need to go
through each one.

2. Write down as many solutions as you can think of. Nothing should be rejected at this
stage, no matter how unlikely/ridiculous it seems
3 Weight up the pros and cons of each solution
4 What are you goals for this problem? Weigh up the pros and cons in light of these
goals
5 Pick one of the solutions and try it out

On the flip chart draw a vertical line down the middle of the page: on the left side write
“barriers”.
DISCUSSION: review how the exercise went.
What was different about identifying problems for both groups?
Were there barriers to the problem solving exercise?
What were they?
Can you also imagine things that maybe didn’t happen in this example, but might happen
when you’re at home trying to solve shared difficulties together?
What are these?

Be on the lookout
for difficulties in
communication –
e.g., mind-reading,
indirect
communication,
excessive
reassurance
Under the heading “barriers” on the flip chart record what the group discusses.
seeking, have
Prompts if not generated by the group: one person becomes very emotional, feels unheard, conversation at
or uses the situation to engage in worry. It’s not the right time/place to talk: you’re too inconvenient time.
tired, it’s too noisy, or one person is distracted/preoccupied. Each person has a different
viewpoint/perception of the situation, or preconceived ideas/assumptions.

At the end of this exercise, write “facilitators” on the right hand side of the flip chart and
transition to next exercise.
Communication tips exercise – 10 minutes
EXERCISE: Brainstorm with group: what are some tips for communicating well?
Write responses up on the flipchart under the “facilitators” heading (TIP)

Note to therapist:
be sure to generate
facilitators for
most of the barriers
that the group talks
about – see “Top
traps”

Prompts if not generated by the group: find a suitable time and place to talk (i.e. private, not too noisy, not
when you’re both tired or very busy with other things); give each other your full attention; try to speak
calmly; listen to each other without interrupting or talking over each other; use reflective listening skills –
check that you’ve understood what your partner is saying by summarising the main points back to them;
agree to take time out if you need it, but make sure you return to the conversation.

Top traps:
If one person gets very emotional, it can be a good idea to call a time out. It isimportant though,
that if a time out is called, the couple then needs to set up a time when the discussion will be
continued.
• One person feels unheard – solution: practice reflective listening.
One person is using the situation to engage in worry.
a. First, listen.
b. Then, validate worried feelings
c. Thirdly, look for parts that can be problem solved
d. Fourth, think about ways to manage parts that can’t be problem solved – you can use
the managing uncertainty exercises here. Think about positive ways to go forward
without excessive fact checking and worry. For example, think of positive activities
you as a couple can engage in together.
• If there are physical barriers, such as too much noise – turn off anything that is creating
distracting background noise, or try to move to a quieter location
• It might be the wrong time of day to talk - one/both of you might be too tired orvery distracted
or preoccupied by other things – it is best to have a conversation when you can focus, and are
not going to be interrupted – in these situations it can be a good idea to call a time out. However,
remember that you need to set a time when the discussion will be continued.
You may have differences in perception/viewpoint about the situation - solution: practice
reflective listening to help understand where the other person is coming from
• If one person has preconceived ideas and assumptions which make it difficult to focus on
solutions to the current problem – solution: try to notice this, take a step back, be open-minded
and practice reflective listening
Top no-no’s (!):
Don’t stonewall (e.g., shut down the conversation, refuse to participate and simply go about
getting your own way).
o Don’t belittle and insult, or become very defensive.

It is really important to think about good communication. Communication is going to be that much harder when you
have your baby and when you’re feeling exhausted, so practicing communicating well with others now can be really
helpful and will make things a bit easier for these more challenging times. We’re going to think about this a bit more
now in the next exercise.
Exercise in partner pairs and follow up group discussion – 10 minutes
We’re now going to go through an exercise to help us think about communicating in more challenging situations.

EXERCISE: OK – everyone, imagine that you’re exhausted, drained and
feeling irritable. Having a baby puts more pressure on your
communication as a couple, with your friends and family, and when
you’re tired, you have less energy to communicate really effectively and
your need for support and understanding is greater. Partners are feeling
isolated and finding parenthood a big
transition, not quite sure where they fit in with everything .
The baby was born three weeks ago. It has been a turbulent time with little sleep, a lot of emotions and a lot of visits. The child's
father feels the need to take it easy at home and be together as a family before returning to work. But, the mother’s sister,

who lives in another city would like to come with her family and meet to meet the new baby as soon as possible. Mum
would like to see her sister and share her new baby with her sister and her family. She also knows that her sister will take
care of her and help with the baby. But, she also acknowledges that this is a special time for the father as well. She feels
uncertain about how to meet both of her wishes.

So now, imagining you’re feeling like this - discuss with your partner what you would do
and say in this situation:
o

Mum would like to see her sister and her sister’s family. She could also
use a bit more practical support.

o

Partner would like to have close family time, just between the
three of them. Having his sister-in-law and her family arrive will
mean a lot of chaos, and less time with baby.

o

Mum feels tired and drained so it feels hard to prioritise partner’s
emotional needs.

Give partner pairs 5 minutes to discuss.
DISCUSSION: Bring the group back together – 5 minutes
Ask: what have you learned from those discussions? What works, and what
doesn’t? Did anything surprise you about how you or your partner
communicates? Do you and your partner have different preferred ways of

communicating?

Notes on communicating with your partner – 10 minutes
So how do we take this forward? It’s good to have a way of reminding each other about communication styles in
different situations.

DISCUSSION: talk about the following points with the whole group
Did anyone notice a preference in the way they communicate?
Could it be helpful to think about the way you communicate, and
can you share this with people in your life? For example, saying to
others: “it works
well when you talk like this…I like to talk like this…”
Different people have different styles they use to communicate with others, and different styles they prefer others to
use when communicating with them. For example some people might find emotions quite overwhelming, and find it
difficult to talk about how they are feeling or difficult situations, whereas other people might prefer to talk though
everything, and discuss all aspects of difficult situations.

Ask the group: how can we handle situations such as these?
A helpful way to handle this situation could be to take a break / some time out, but make sure you arrange a time to
come back to the discussion. This is important:
1 – so that both people can take a step back from the situation - this could be

particularly important for people who find it difficult/prefer not to talk about how
they are feeling and difficult situations
2 – so that the person who prefers to talk through things and get things out in the
open knows that it won’t be forgotten about.
It’s important to compromise.

Ask the group:

o are there other things you have noticed like this that you’d like to talk about with your partner or people close to
you?
We’re now going to go through another quick exercise, in pairs, to think a bit more about the way you communicate.
EXERCISE: have a think in your pairs and each note down the following:
•
•

I notice I have this style of communication
Ways we can get our styles to work together

Sometimes it’s useful to come up with a key word or phrase – ideally something humorous or light-hearted - to remind
you how each of you needs to communicate when faced with a tricky situation and when you’re not able to
communicate really effectively – so that you’re able to recognise when you’re getting into communication difficulties
and are able

to say ‘ah, this is our ‘xxx’ situation’ – and that reminds each of you how best to
communicate with the other at these times.

-----------------------------

BREAK

----------------------------

Summing up – 15 minutes
Now that we’re coming to the end of our group sessions, it’s important to think about the
skills you’ve learned and how to keep putting them into practice.
EXERCISE: why don’t we have a quick brainstorm as a group to re-cap on
the skills we’ve acquired over these four group sessions?
Write responses up on the flipchart. Prompt if necessary:
o Anxiety and stress in our lives
o Recognising stress
o What we worry about
o Self-care
o Rewarding/meaningful activities
o Stressful events diaries
o Breathing space exercise, loving kindness exercise
o Problem solving / rumination
o Reflective listening
o Managing uncertainty
o Communication
o Teamwork

DISCUSSION: which skills are most important to you / will you take away
from the group sessions and use? (TIP)
Participants can
This is your ‘backpack of tools’ – skills to keep with you and pull out whenever you feel use hand outs to
note down the skills
things are getting trickier or deteriorating.
most important to
them

o

It’s really important to prepare yourselves as a couple, together – this will
help with reducing stress too. When one person in a couple is anxious or
stressed, this can put strain on the relationship. We’ve done lots of thinking
in the groups about working together, supporting each other and
communicating well.

Compassion exercise and discussions – 15 minutes
As we discussed last session, we know that many of us can have self-critical voices. Our
self-critical voices give us negative things to think about, and importantly, they speak to us
in negative tones. These self-critical voices do NOT let us relax, do NOT let us see that we
need to care for ourselves, and they create a lot of stress and tension for us.
Last session we practiced a loving kindness exercise that is aimed at neutralizing the selfcritical voice and replacing it with a self-compassionate voice. This voice not only helps us
feel better about ourselves, but reduces tension and helps improves our feelings of
relaxation and well-being.
Today, we’re going to try out another exercise which is different way of neutralising our
self-critical voices with a greater focus on the breath and compassion – it’s another way to
build compassion for yourself and incorporate breathing a little bit more.

EXERCISE: Compassion exercise – 11 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9TBpGiTrra8

DISCUSSION: Go over how the exercise went for people 4 minutes

Like last session, how about you schedule some time for this compassion exercise into your
daily routine?
Partners – you can support your partner with this over the rest of her pregnancy and once
your baby is born, and support is really important. Also remember that looking after yourself
is important too, as this can also have a positive effect on everybody in the family.
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Closing and feedback questionnaire , EPDS and GAD-7 – 15 minutes
o

Before we finish, does anyone have any questions or thoughts they’d like to
share with the group?

o

Praise the group for coming to the sessions and for working so hard – they’ve
made a brilliant start with tackling stress and anxiety and can continue to
work at home.

o

Give participants:
• Session handouts - session summary & home practice sheets, rewarding
& meaningful activity plan and stressful events diary from session 1
• Feedback questionnaire, EPDS and GAD-7, participants should fill these
out and return today.

o
o

Schedule for the feedback discussions with the research team.
Remind members that you will stay around after the session if they have
questions or want to talk individually.

o

Remind the group that there will be a get-together session about 2 months
after this last session – a chance to catch up with each other and see how
people are doing in the last months of pregnancy. Brief updating of previous
sessions and discussion.

o

Give the group the date for the follow-up session.
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